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Abstract

Statin therapy is a cornerstone in the treatment of systemic vascular diseases. However, 

statins have failed to translate as therapeutics for pulmonary vascular disease. Early pulmonary 
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vascular disease in the setting of congenital heart disease (CHD) is characterized by endothelial 

dysfunction, which precedes the more advanced stages of vascular remodeling. These features 

make CHD an ideal cohort in which to re-evaluate the potential pulmonary vascular benefits of 

statins, with a focus on endothelial biology. However, it is critical that the full gamut of the 

pleiotropic effects of statins in the endothelium are uncovered. The purpose of this investigation 

was to evaluate the therapeutic potential of simvastatin for children with CHD and pulmonary 

over-circulation, and examine mechanisms of simvastatin action on the endothelium. Our data 

demonstrate that daily simvastatin treatment preserves endothelial function in our shunt lamb 

model of pulmonary over-circulation. Further, using pulmonary arterial endothelial cells (PAECs) 

isolated from Shunt and control lambs, we identified a new mechanism of statin action mediated 

by increased expression of the endogenous Akt1 inhibitor, C-terminal modifying protein (CTMP). 

Increases in CTMP were able to decrease the Akt1-mediated mitochondrial redistribution of 

endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) which correlated with increased enzymatic coupling, 

identified by increases in NO generation and decreases in NOS-derived superoxide. Together our 

data identify a new mechanism by which simvastatin enhances NO signaling in the pulmonary 

endothelium and identify CTMP as a potential therapeutic target to prevent the endothelial 

dysfunction that occurs in children born with CHD resulting in pulmonary over-circulation.

Keywords

CTMP; Akt1; Nitric oxide; Endothelial dysfunction; Endothelial nitric oxide synthase; Pulmonary 
vascular disease; Pulmonary hypertension; Congenital heart disease

1. Introduction

Statin therapy is a cornerstone in the treatment of systemic vascular diseases. While some 

of their therapeutic benefits are attributable to lowering serum cholesterol, research has 

clearly shown that their impacts on vascular diseases are mediated through diverse and 

wide-reaching biological mechanisms [1]. Despite, this, statins have failed to translate 

as therapeutics for pulmonary vascular disease. In experimental pre-clinical models of 

pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), statins have been shown to exert potent biologic 

effects, particularly on the pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells (PASMCs), attenuating 

and reversing vascular medial wall thickening, and inhibiting proliferation and promoting 

apoptosis of PASMCs within the vasculature [2]. Despite these promising pre-clinical 

results, the clinical efficacy of statin therapy in pulmonary hypertension (PH) remains 

controversial [3]. Existing randomized clinical trials have been disappointing, failing to 

show significant improvements in progression and physiologic disease outcomes [4–7].

Congenital heart disease (CHD) is an important cause of PAH in children and adults [8]. 

Heart defects that expose the pulmonary arteries to increased pressure and flow provoke 

biologic alterations and eventual pathologic remodeling of the vasculature. Early in the 

course of these vascular changes, restoration of normal blood flow patterns will reverse the 

progression of disease. However, with prolonged exposure to abnormal hemodynamics, the 

vascular changes become irreversible and progressive, resulting in severe PAH [9]. CHD 

is one of the few etiologies of PAH in which a natural progression is understood, and in 
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which early disease states can be well characterized [9]. Of particular note, early pulmonary 

vascular disease in the setting of CHD is characterized primarily by endothelial dysfunction, 

which precedes the more advanced stages of proliferative vascular remodeling [9]. These 

features make CHD an ideal cohort in which to re-evaluate the potential pulmonary vascular 

benefits of statins, with a focus on endothelial biology. Outside their effects on circulating 

lipids and atherogenesis, statins are known to exert protective and beneficial effects directly 

on the vascular endothelium in a variety of pathologic states. This includes amelioration 

of ischemia/reperfusion injury, attenuation of sepsis-induced systemic hypotension [10] 

and pulmonary vascular permeability [11], and protection against fetal/placental vascular 

sequelae of hypertension in pregnancy [12]. Notably, many of these effects are shown 

to be mediated, at least in part, through modulation of the nitric oxide (NO) signaling 

pathway [10–12]. NO signaling and endothelial NO synthase (eNOS), the predominant 

source of endothelial NO, play a central role in the pathology of PAH and constitute 

one of the major therapeutic targets in clinical care [13]. Disturbances of endothelial NO 

production are of particular importance to the early stages of vascular dysfunction observed 

in CHD [9,14]. While CHD patients have been included to some extent in clinical trials 

of statins in PAH, these are exclusively adult patients with clinical metrics suggesting 

advanced disease phenotypes, likely affected by significant vascular remodeling beyond just 

endothelial dysfunction. In the Atorvastatin in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension APATH 

study, the largest of these trials, ~45 % of enrolled patients had a history of CHD. On 

subgroup analysis these patients, like the cohort as a whole, did not show any benefit to 

therapy. However, the average age of these patients is ~35 years and the mean pulmonary 

vascular resistance is quite high (~1500 dyn-sec/cm^5), with nearly all patients exhibiting 

symptoms of heart failure (WHO class II-III) [6].

We have previously explored the effects of altered pulmonary hemodynamics on eNOS 

function and NO signaling in CHD utilizing a large animal model of pulmonary 

overcirculation [15]. The hallmark of this model is the presence of endothelial dysfunction 

with impaired vasodilation and vascular tone, with only early signs of medial hypertrophy 

and vascular remodeling [15–17]. This endothelial dysfunction is heavily mediated by post-

translational regulatory mechanisms that disrupt the physiologic function of eNOS, leading 

to decreased production of NO and increased production of reactive oxygen species. Of 

note, we have shown previously that eNOS activity in this model is specifically regulated 

via phosphorylation events at serine (S) residues 617 and 1177 by the regulatory kinase 

Akt1 [18]. Canonically, such phosphorylation events are thought to activate eNOS based on 

in-vitro evaluations of enzyme kinetics [19,20]. However, we have previously shown in-vivo 

that under nitrative stress conditions, such as those present in our model of pulmonary 

overcirculation, Akt-mediated phosphorylation of eNOS at S617 results in a conformational 

change and exposure of a peptide sequence targeting enzymatic redistribution from the 

plasma membrane to the mitochondria, where it impacts mitochondrial function [18]. 

These particular signaling pathways, dysregulated in our shunt model, are notable for 

their significant overlap with pathways shown to be modulated by statin therapy in 

other evaluations of endothelial function. This leads us to hypothesize that earlier stages 

of pulmonary vascular disease progression in CHD might be more responsive to the 

endothelial-based, “pleotropic” effect of statins than the patients represented in existing 
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clinical trials. In this study, we sought to better understand the potential impacts of this 

therapy in such a patient cohort.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Lamb model, hemodynamic assessment and vasoreactivity testing

As described in detail previously [21], an 8.0 mm Gore-tex® vascular graft was used 

to create an anastomosis between the ascending aorta and main pulmonary artery in 

anesthetized late gestation male and female fetal lambs (137–141 days gestation) from 

mixed-breed Western ewes. Following spontaneous delivery, shunt lambs received daily 

treatment with oral simvastatin (n = 7, 2 mg/kg/day) or gelatin capsule (vehicle lambs, 

n = 6). Simvastatin dosing was extrapolated based on a literature review of effective 

doses reported in a number of animal models, with additional weight given to dosing 

regimens utilized in cardiopulmonary and vascular diseases (range 0.5–20 mg/kg), as well 

as scant data available from pediatric patients (0.15–0.4 mg/kg) [22–24]. Four-weeks after 

spontaneous delivery, statin and vehicle treated shunt lambs were anesthetized, mechanically 

ventilated, and instrumented to continuously measure hemodynamics and harvest tissue. 

Vasoreactivity testing was performed as described previously using acetylcholine (Ach) 

chloride (1 μg/kg) [16]. Vital signs were monitored continuously during the study, and 

animals were given intravenous fluids and prophylactic antibiotics per protocol. At the end 

of each study, all lambs were euthanized with a lethal injection of sodium pentobarbital 

followed by bilateral thoracotomy as described in the NIH Guidelines for the Care and Use 

of Laboratory Animals. All protocols and procedures were approved by the Committees on 

Animal Research of the University of California, San Francisco and University of California, 

Davis. Lung tissue was obtained for eNOS protein levels, NOS activity (conversion of 3H-L-

arginine to 3H-L-citrulline), and superoxide (EPR) determinations, and blood was obtained 

for NOx (indirect determinant of bioavailable NO via chemiluminescence) determinations.

2.2. Cell isolation and culture

Primary pulmonary artery endothelial cells from shunt lambs were isolated from sections 

of the proximal (main, left and right) pulmonary arteries by explant method as previously 

described [25] PAEC identity was confirmed for each unique cell line by immunostaining 

(>99 % positive) with established vascular endothelial cell markers. Cells were maintained 

in culture with a medium of DMEM (Glucose 1 g/L) with sodium pyruvate (110 mg/L) and 

glutamine supplemented with 10 % Fetal Bovine Serum (Lonza), and standard antimicrobial 

agents. They were grown in an incubator at 5 % CO2 and 37 °C and passaged between 

70 and 90 % confluence. All experiments were performed on passage-matched (within ± 1 

passage) primary cells between passages 4–8.

2.3. Measurement of NOS activity

NOS activity was determined in the peripheral lung tissue from statin and vehicle treated 

shunt lambs using the conversion of [3H] arginine to [3H] citrulline as previously described 

[26].
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2.4. Measurement of superoxide levels in peripheral lung tissue

EPR measurements were performed in the peripheral lung tissue from statin- and 

vehicle-treated shunt lambs as described previously, utilizing the spin probe 1-hydroxy-3-

methoxycarbonyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolidine (CMH) [15,27]. CMH was chosen based on 

its demonstrated high sensitivity in biologic specimens. Lower bounds on quantification are 

based on spin probe characteristics and experimental strategy, though vary highly based 

on these factors and normalization parameters, and are poorly defined in general [28]. 

NOS-derived superoxide levels were determined by incubating duplicate samples with the 

NOS inhibitor, ethylisothiourea (ETU, 100 μM) and calculating the reduction from paired 

uninhibited samples.

2.5. Measurement of bioavailable NO (NOx) from plasma, cells, and cell culture media

Bioavailable NO (NOx) was measured as previously described [17] using a Sievers 280i 

Nitric Oxide Analyzer (GE Analytical, Boulder, CO). Results were analyzed by measuring 

the area under the curve of the chemiluminescence signal from cell culture media and from 

plasma following protein removal by precipitation with cold ethanol and centrifugation. Per 
manufacturer documentation, the Sievers Nitric Oxide Analyzer NOA 280i supports the 
construction of calibration curves down to limits of 0.2 μM for 10 μl of sample injection.

2.6. Preparation of protein extracts and Western blot analysis

Lung and PAEC protein extracts were prepared and used for Western blot analysis as 

previously described [29]. Mitochondrial fractions were purified using a commercially 

available kit (Qiagen Inc) per manufacturers specifications. Briefly, protein extracts (50 

μg) were separated on 4–20 % Tris-SDS gels. All gels were electrophoretically transferred 

to Immuno-Blot PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad Laboratories) and blocked with 5 % nonfat 

dry milk in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1 % Tween-20 (TBST). Membranes were then 

probed at room temperature with primary antibodies to Akt1 (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA), 

pS473 Akt1 (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA), eNOS (BD Transduction, Franklin Lakes, NJ), 

pS1177 eNOS (BD Transduction, Franklin Lakes, NJ), pS617 eNOS (Millipore, Burlington, 

MA and Invitrogen, Waltham, MA), and CTMP (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA). Membrane 

were washed and then incubated with appropriate secondary IgG conjugated to horseradish 

peroxidase. Protein bands were then visualized with chemiluminescence (SuperSignal West 

Femto Substrate Kit, Pierce Laboratories, Rockford, IL) on a Kodak 440CF Image Station 

(Kodak, Rochester, NY) or a LI-COR Odyssey image station (Lincoln, NE). Bands were 

quantified using the LI-COR Image Station software. To normalize for protein loading, blots 

were re-probed with the housekeeping protein, β-actin for tissue and whole-cell lysates, and 

VDAC for mitochondrial protein fractions.

2.7. DAF-FM

NO levels in cultured PAECS were determined by using DAF-FM diacetate (ThermoFisher, 

Waltham, MA), a cell-permeable fluorescent dye, according to the product’s instruction. 

Briefly, cells were aspirated, rinsed in PBS and cultured in media with DAF-FM diacetate 

(5 μM) for 30 min in the dark at 37 °C, then subjected to fluorescence microscopy. 

Fluorescent images were taken by using an Olympus IX51 microscope equipped with a 
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CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics). We quantified the average fluorescent intensities by 

using ImagePro Plus version 5.0 imaging software (Media Cybernetics).

2.8. Immunohistochemistry and eNOS/mitochondrial co-localization

Endothelial cells were grown on cover glass to 100 % confluent. Cells were then fixed 

with 4 % paraformaldehyde for 30 min, at room temperature. The permeabilization was 

done with 100 % cold methanol at −20 °C for 5 min. Cells were then blocked with 1 % 

BSA for 1 h, at room temperature, then incubated with primary antibody at 4 °C overnight. 

Slides were washed then incubated at room temperature for 1 h with secondary antibody. 

Cells were mounted on microscope slides using Prolong Gold Anti Fade Reagent (Cell 

Signaling). Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U microscope, with Hamamatsu digital camera C11440 

was used to obtain immunofluorescent images. For each independent cell line 10 HPF per 

treatment group were randomly selected for image analysis. The images were analyzed with 

NIS-Elements (Nikon) to evaluate the Pearson’s correlation for fluorescent colocalization 

for each HPF.

2.9. Adenoviral overexpression of CTMP

Ovine Shunt PAEC (100,000 cells/well) were plated into 6-well plate, allowed to adhere 

overnight, then transduced with the adenoviral CTMP overexpression construct AdCTMP 

(Vector Biolabs) according to the manufacturer’s specifications at a multiplicity of infection 

(MOI) of 10:1 in 1 ml of growth medium for 48 h as described above.

3. Results

3.1. Statin therapy preserves pulmonary vascular endothelial nitric oxide signaling

Following spontaneous delivery, shunt lambs received daily treatment with oral simvastatin 

(2 mg/kg/day) or gelatin capsule vehicle. At 4–6 weeks of age, all shunt animals were 

subjected to terminal physiologic evaluation and in vivo vascular reactivity analysis and 

tissues were collected for biochemical analyses. Baseline hemodynamic parameters between 

groups (6 statin treated shunt and 7 vehicle treated shunt animals) were measured and 

found to be similar (Table 1). We examined eNOS, the principal source of vascular NO 

and mediator of endothelium-dependent vasodilation, and found no difference in eNOS 

protein expression in the lung tissue of statin compared to vehicle-treated shunt lambs by 

Western blot analysis (Fig. 1A). We have previously shown that the endothelial dysfunction 

in shunt animals is related to a progressive enzymatic uncoupling of eNOS over time, 

leading to a reduction in NO production and increasing NOS-derived superoxide [15]. 

Turning our attention to enzyme activity, we identified a four-fold increase in NOS activity 

in statin-treated compared to vehicle-treated shunt lambs (Fig. 1B). This corresponded to 

significantly diminished levels of lung tissue superoxide levels and NOS-derived superoxide 

levels in statin treated compared to vehicle-treated shunt animals (Fig. 1C & D). We 

have previously demonstrated uncoupled eNOS as a source of significant superoxide/ROS 

production in the vascular endothelium and, taken with the increase in NOS activity, 

this result is consistent with restoration of eNOS coupling [15]. However, it is worth 

noting that statins have been shown to ameliorate oxidative stress in the cardiovascular 

system through various mechanisms which may also be contributing to these observations. 
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Particularly, impacts of statin therapy on PPARγ signaling and the activation of small 

GTPases such as Rac1 are known to modulate vascular ROS production and intersect with 

previously described alterations in the pulmonary vasculature of the shunt animals [17]. 

Evaluation of plasma samples revealed an ~2-fold increase in the level of bioavailable NOx 

in plasma samples of statin-treated, compared to vehicle-treated shunt lambs, which would 

be consistent with increased NO production (Fig. 1E) [30,31]. We have previously shown 

that shunt lambs have an impaired response to the vasodilator acetylcholine (Ach), which 

requires endothelial stimulation and the acute production of eNOS-derived NO to induce 

vasodilation [16]. Vasoreactivity testing performed in the intact animals demonstrated that 

statin therapy significantly improved the endothelial response to Ach, with treated animals 

exhibiting a 21 % reduction in mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) compared to a 13 % 

reduction in vehicle-treated shunt lambs (p < 0.05), as well as a 15 % decrease in pulmonary 

vascular resistance (PVR) compared to 4 % in the vehicle-treated group (p < 0.05) (Fig. 1F) 

signifying a substantial improvement in vasorelaxation. Taken together these data indicates 

a significant improvement in physiologic endothelial function with statin therapy associated 

with evidence of enhanced eNOS activity and improved enzymatic coupling.

3.2. Statin therapy increases NO generation and decreases NOS-derived superoxide in 
pulmonary artery endothelial cells

In order to better understand the results observed in our animal model, we turned to primary 

cell culture in order to characterize the in vitro effects of statin therapy in pulmonary artery 

endothelial cells (PAECs). Statin therapy has been shown to modulate eNOS activity and 

endothelial NO production in vitro through several potential mechanisms, with variability, 

described based on treatment duration, underlying pathologic conditions, and the vascular 

bed examined [32–35]. Specific evaluations of the pulmonary vascular endothelium in this 

regard are scarce, and have largely been limited to models of hypoxic injury [36,37]. Thus, 

we first evaluated control PAECs. Upon exposure serum free media for 7 h followed by 

1 h of simvastatin (5 μM), control PAECs demonstrated significantly increased production 

of NO by both DAF-FM fluorescence and NOx determination (Fig. 2A and B). This was 

accompanied by a significant decrease in the production of NOS-derived superoxide (Fig. 

2C) in statin-treated cells, suggesting improved enzymatic coupling. eNOS activity is subject 

to multiple regulatory mechanisms, including expression changes, phosphorylation events 

and other post-translational modifications, and protein-protein interactions [38]. We have 

previously shown from work in our shunt model that eNOS activity and function in the 

PAECs are affected by Akt-mediated phosphorylation at serine (S) residues 617 and 1177 

[18]. Examining these phosphorylation events in control PAECs, we found evidence of 

diminished S1177 and S617 phosphorylation of eNOS in the statin-treated cells (Fig. 2D and 

E). Akt1 itself is activated by phosphorylation at S473, and we observe a corresponding 

decrease in relative S473 phosphorylation of Akt (Fig. 2F) with statin treatment. In 

enzymatic studies, phosphorylation at S1177 and S617 tends to activate eNOS activity by 

increasing its sensitivity to Ca2+ calmodulin [19,20]. However, we have previously shown in 
vivo that under nitrative stress conditions, Akt-mediated phosphorylation of eNOS at these 

residues, particularly S617, promotes enzymatic redistribution from the plasma membrane 

to the mitochondria limiting NO generation [18]. Evaluating this phenomenon in our 

control PAECs, we see by immunofluorescence that statin therapy significantly diminishes 
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mitochondrial co-localization of eNOS (Fig. 2G) and decreases levels of eNOS in the 

mitochondrial protein fraction as determined by Western blot analysis (Fig. 2H).

3.3. Pulmonary artery endothelial cells from shunt animals exhibit Akt induced 
mitochondrial translocation of eNOS and enzymatic uncoupling

We next evaluated the effects of prolonged exposure to increased pressure and flow on this 

mechanism by evaluating PAECs derived from shunt animals compared to physiologically 

normal age matched controls under baseline cell culture conditions. We see that shunt 

PAECs exhibit significantly increased Akt phosphorylation at S473 (Fig. 3A) along 

with increased eNOS phosphorylation at S1177 (Fig. 3B) and S617 (Fig. 3C), consistent 

with increased Akt-mediated phosphorylation of eNOS. Correspondingly, shunt PAECs 

exhibit significantly greater mitochondrial distribution of eNOS by immunofluorescent 

colocalization (Fig. 3D) as well as evidence of enzymatic uncoupling, demonstrated by 

diminished production of NO (Fig. 3E and F) along with increased production of NOS-

derived superoxide (Fig. 3G).

3.4. Statin therapy in shunt pulmonary artery endothelial cells inhibits mitochondrial 
translocation of eNOS and restores enzymatic coupling

We next investigated statin therapy using primary shunt PAECs, to determine if the treatment 

effects observed in control PAECs could potentially offset the abnormalities induced by 

chronic exposure to pulmonary overcirculation. We see again in shunt PAECs that statin 

therapy diminishes Akt1 phosphorylation at S473 (Fig. 4A) and decreases mitochondrial 

trafficking of eNOS (Fig. 4B), as in treated control PAECs. Importantly, we find that in the 

shunt PAECs, this is associated with improvements in NO production (Fig. 4C and D), and 

evidence of improved enzymatic coupling with a significant decrease in the production of 

NOS-derived superoxide (Fig. 4E).

3.5. Statin therapy in shunt lambs inhibits Akt1 mediated phosphorylation and 
mitochondrial redistribution of eNOS

In order to validate our findings from the cell culture models, we turned to the biochemical 

evaluation of whole lung tissue from statin- and vehicle-treated shunt lambs. As observed 

with the treatment of PAECs, statin therapy in vivo was associated with a significant 

reduction in S473-phosphorylated Akt1 (Fig. 5A) in lung tissue. Correspondingly, we found 

relative reductions in both pS1177 and pS617 eNOS respectively (Fig. 5B & C), compared to 

vehicle-treated shunt lambs. Also, as seen in the PAECs, these changes in Akt1 and eNOS 

phosphorylation were associated with decreases in relative mitochondrial eNOS levels in the 

lung of statin-treated shunt lambs (Fig. 5D).

3.6. Statin therapy increases PAEC and whole lung CTMP levels

We have previously shown in our shunt model that increases in Akt1 S473 phosphorylation, 

as well as eNOS S617 phosphorylation in PAECs, correlate with reduced levels of carboxy-

terminal modulator protein (CTMP) and decreased interaction of CTMP with Akt1 [39]. 

CTMP is an endogenous negative regulator of Akt1, which acts through interaction at the 

C-terminal domain of Akt to prevent its activation by phosphorylation at S473 and T308 
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[40]. We confirmed that shunt PAECs have significantly decreased CTMP levels relative to 

control cells (Fig. 6A), and sought to determine if CTMP was contributing to the observed 

decrease in Akt1 activity with statin therapy. First evaluating the effects in our cell culture 

model, we see that statin treatment increases cellular CTMP levels relative to untreated cells 

in both control (Fig. 6B) and shunt (Fig. 6C) PAECs. This is reflected upon examination of 

whole lung tissue, with statin-treated shunt lambs exhibiting increased CTMP compared to 

vehicle treated (Fig. 6D).

3.7. CTMP overexpression inhibits mitochondrial translocation of eNOS and restores 
enzymatic coupling

To confirm that the observed increase in CTMP with statin therapy is relevant to the 

endothelial improvements in eNOS function and NO signaling, we used an adenoviral 

vector to overexpress (OE) CTMP in untreated shunt PAECs. The adenoviral vector was 

able to potently induce CTMP expression with a clear dose-dependent response based on 

multiplicity of infection (Fig. 7A). Evaluating the effects on eNOS function, we found that 

adenoviral OE of CTMP enhanced cellular NO production as determined by both DFA-FM 

fluorescence (Fig. 7B) and increased NOx in cell culture media (Fig. 7C) compared to 

non-transduced shunt PAECs. As with statin therapy, this CTMP mediated improvement in 

NO production was coupled with a decrease in mitochondrial localized eNOS (Fig. 7D) and 

improved enzymatic coupling with diminished NOS-derived superoxide (Fig. 7E).

4. Discussion

eNOS is subject to complex regulatory mechanisms, both transcriptional and post-

transcriptional, though these rapid changes are believed to be facilitated by phosphorylation. 

Phosphorylation events at specific serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues stimulate and, at 

some loci, inhibit eNOS activity. These phosphorylation events are mediated by multiple 

kinases, notably Akt1, PKA, and AMPK, in response to various stimuli [38]. Statins 

have been previously demonstrated to enhance eNOS function, stimulating increased NO 

production by endothelial cells within minutes of exposure [33] due to their ability to 

impact eNOS phosphorylation through modulation of Akt1 activity, although PKA and 

AMPK can also be involved [33,34,41]. Akt1 itself is canonically activated by mobilization 

to the plasma membrane and its phosphorylation at Serine 473 (S473) by the mTOR 

complex 2 (mTORC2) and at Threonine 308 (T308) by pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 

1 (PDK1). Akt1 activity is also modulated heavily through other mechanisms, including 

protein-protein interactions [42]. eNOS S1177 is a consistent target of Akt1-mediated 

phosphorylation, which is widely shown to stimulate increased NO production by enhancing 

Ca2+/Calmodulin sensitivity and enhancing electron flow through the reductase domain 

[38]. Akt1 has also been shown to phosphorylate eNOS at S617, though the role of this 

modification is less straightforward. S617 phosphorylation is often identified simply as an 

activating event, and phosphomimetic substitutions of this residue do indeed show increased 

Ca2+ sensitivity and NO generation. However, de-phosphorylated mimetic substitutions 

similarly show increased NO production, with discrepant findings in enzyme kinetic assays 

compared to transfected cell lines. These alterations have further been shown to significantly 

impact various protein-protein interactions of eNOS [43]. Previous work from our group 
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has demonstrated a unique role for phosphorylation at this eNOS S617 residue, specifically 

facilitated by Akt1 that has undergone nitration at the Tyrosine 350 (Y350) residue in 

response to increased cellular nitrative stress [18]. Structural simulations indicate that this 

S617 phosphorylation displaces an autoinhibitory domain, exposing the nearby pentabasic 

eNOS mitochondrial targeting sequence (residues 628–632) [18,44], leading to increased 

trafficking and localization of eNOS to the mitochondrial membrane.

In this study, we expand on previously described mechanisms of eNOS dysfunction in the 

pulmonary vascular endothelium induced by prolonged exposure to abnormal hemodynamic 

forces. Here, and in prior work, we have shown that this exposure is associated with Akt1 

activation via phosphorylation at S473 and T308 [39], while others have also demonstrated 

the effects of shear forces on Akt1 activation [45,46]. The activation of Akt1 has also been 

previously associated with Akt1 nitration at Y350, itself shown to increase Akt1 activity 

overall, and specifically facilitating eNOS phosphorylation at S617 [39]. Based on previous 

work, this nitration of Akt1 can be induced by increased levels of ADMA, while the 

increased S473 phosphorylation is due, at least in part, to loss of CTMP in Shunt lambs 

[39]. We show here that the activation of Akt1 and phosphorylation of eNOS at both S617 

and S1177 in these circumstances is associated with mitochondrial translocation of eNOS 

and decreased NO production, with prominent evidence of enzymatic uncoupling. Though 

pS1177 is consistently shown to activate eNOS, here we see an overall decrease in cellular 

NO production. This leads us to conclude that other regulatory mechanisms supersede the 

activation by pS1177, resulting in the observed net decrease. We know that important eNOS 

regulatory mechanisms in addition to Akt1 are deranged in the shunt endothelial cells, 

including abnormalities of enzymatic substrates such as arginine [47], and binding partners 

such as Hsp90 [27]. Hsp90 chaperones eNOS and promotes NO production, as well as 

maintaining eNOS in a coupled, dimerized configuration, and facilitating interactions with 

kinases, including Akt1 [35]. Disruption of Hsp90/eNOS interactions could contribute to the 

evidence of enzymatic uncoupling we see in our data. Though not examined directly in this 

study, shear stress is also an important stimulus that tends to increase both expression and 

luminal distribution of the protein caveolin 1 [48], an important binding partner and negative 

regulator of eNOS activity at the plasma membrane [38]. Caveolar dynamics are further 

implicated in having direct effects on Akt1 activation and function in response to mechanical 

stimuli [49].

Importantly, it is unclear exactly how the phosphorylation of eNOS at S617 is impacting 

NO production and enzymatic coupling. This event is strongly implicated by previous work 

to initiate increased mitochondrial translocation of eNOS, as observed in this study. Still, 

it remains unclear exactly what role this mitochondrial eNOS plays. Data is sparse, but 

suggests that under physiologic conditions, mitochondrial eNOS decreases mitochondrial 

oxygen consumption and superoxide production, without impairing cellular ATP or NO 

production [18,44]. Notably, eNOS targeted to the mitochondrial membrane via fusion to 

a cytochrome c oxidase targeting sequence failed to produce NO [50]. The relevance of 

such a fusion construct to the mitochondrial eNOS described here is uncertain, but if the 

mitochondrial eNOS in this setting fails to produce NO efficiently at the expense of a more 

productive localization at the plasma membrane, it is likely contributing to the impaired 

cellular NO generation. Perhaps more interesting, we have previously demonstrated 
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that mitochondrial translocation of eNOS induced by non-physiologic stressors, such as 

exogenous ADMA, leads to nitrosative stress and nitration of mitochondrial proteins such as 

carnitine acetyltransferase (CrAT) [17]. The associated disruptions of carnitine metabolism, 

in turn, contribute to mitochondrial dysfunction, compromised cellular ATP generation, and 

perpetuation of oxidative and nitrosative stress [51]. This suggests possible interactions, 

and even potential feed-forward mechanisms, by which nitrosative stress contributes to 

the Akt1-mediated mitochondrial targeting of eNOS, which perpetuates nitrosative stress 

by suppressing carnitine metabolism. This could lead to compounding disruptions of 

mitochondrial function, cellular energy generation and cellular redox balance, which might 

contribute to diminished NO production and help account for the prominent enzymatic 

uncoupling we observe.

Interestingly, we find that statin therapy in PAECs is associated with diminished activation 

of Akt1-mediated phosphorylation of eNOS in both control and shunt PAECs. Other 

models of endothelial statin exposure demonstrate acute activation of Akt1 and increased 

phosphorylation of eNOS [33,52]. Notably, these studies often focus on relatively acute time 

frames, ranging from minutes to hours following exposure. Results from animal models 

shed some insight on longer-term and in vivo exposures. Still, they are also more variable, 

with many showing increased phosphorylation of eNOS at S1177 with statin treatment, but 

often implicating mechanisms other than canonical Akt1 activation. Furthermore, these are 

typically injury models, evaluating the responses to statins only in the setting of concurrent 

pathologic derangements [34,37]. There is also evidence that even within models, the 

endothelial responses to statins are dependent on the specificities of distinct vascular beds 

[35]. In this study, we identify rescue of CTMP as a novel mechanism by which statins 

mediate eNOS activity and endothelial NO production in a model of pressure/flow induced 

endothelial dysfunction. The importance of CTMP as an endogenous negative regulator of 

Akt1 signaling is well established [53], and we have previously shown that this regulatory 

mechanism is impaired in shunt lambs [39]. The regulatory control of CTMP remains poorly 

understood overall, though previous work from our group has shown that heat shock protein 

70 (Hsp70) coordinates proteasomal degradation of CTMP, which is induced by the presence 

of ADMA and disruption of CTMP-Akt1 interaction [39]. Statins have complex interactions 

with the ER stress response, and it is possible they may rescue CTMP through inhibition 

of stress-induced proteasomal degradation [54]. Statins have also been shown to lower 

ADMA levels in the serum of patients [55] and may be rescuing CTMP, and also directly 

modulating Akt1 nitration, by impacting circulating and cellular production of ADMA. We 

have previously identified CTMP as a potential therapeutic target in pulmonary vascular 

disease, and it has similarly garnered interest in malignancies characterized by dysregulated 

Akt1 signaling [56,57]. In this study we associate CTMP levels with eNOS enzymatic 

performance both in vitro and in vivo, and also identify statins as a potential pharmacologic 

modulator of this regulatory mechanism. Additional work is needed to understand these 

effects and elaborate on the impacts of statin therapy on other relevant pathways such as 

Hsp90 and caveolin 1. However, the physiologic improvements we see in the animal model 

are encouraging, and further study of statins in this model may help us identify novel 

therapeutic targets relevant to children with CHD and pulmonary vascular dysfunction.
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Fig. 1. Simvastatin enhances endothelial function in Shunt lambs.
Changes in Western blot analysis shows that total eNOS protein levels are unchanged 

between vehicle- and simvastatin-treated shunt lambs (N = 4) (A). A representative image 

is shown, β-actin was used to normalize for protein loading. NOS activity in lung tissue 

is higher in simvastatin-treated than vehicle-treated shunt lambs (B). Conversely, both total 

lung superoxide production (C), as well as NOS-derived superoxide (D), a measure of eNOS 

uncoupling, are decreased in simvastatin-treated shunt lambs (N = 6). NOx levels from 

plasma are significantly higher in simvastatin-treated than vehicle-treated shunt lambs (D). 

PAP and PVR are analyzed as percent change from immediate pre-treatment baseline, in 

response to acetylcholine (ACh, 1 μg/kg), an endothelium-dependent vasodilator, in vehicle- 

(N = 7) and simvastatin-treated (N = 6) shunt lambs (F). Values are mean ± SD or SEM. 

*P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test comparing percent reduction in physiologic parameters from 

baseline (A). *P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test comparing samples from vehicle-treated to 

statin-treated Shunt lambs (B–F).
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Fig. 2. Simvastatin enhances eNOS coupling in control pulmonary arterial endothelial cells.
Simvastatin (5 μM for 1 h) increases NO levels in PAECs derived from control lambs by 

both DAF fluorescence intensity and bioavailable NOx in cell media (A, B) and decreases 

NOS-derived superoxide levels from treated PAECs (C). Western blot analysis shows that 

simvastatin decreases eNOS phosphorylation at S1177 (D) and S617 (E) relative to total 

eNOS. This corresponds to a decrease in Akt1 activity as determined by reductions in pS473 

levels relative to total Akt (F). Simvastatin decreases the levels of eNOS localized to the 

mitochondria as determined by colocalization of eNOS and mitochondria by comparing 

mean Pearson coefficient derived from fluorescence microscopy (G) or presence of eNOS 

in mitochondrial protein fractions by Western blotting (H). Representative images are shown 

for each Western blot and for the fluorescence microscopy, β-actin (D–F) or VDAC (H) was 

used to normalize for protein loading. Duplicate blots were run or re-probed with eNOS or 

Akt1 to allow data to be presented as a ratio of phospho to total protein. Values are mean 

± SEM. N = 6 apart from Fig. 2G (N = 3). *P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test comparing statin 

treated to vehicle treated samples.
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Fig. 3. Increases in eNOS phosphorylation correlate with increased Akt1 activity in pulmonary 
arterial endothelial cells isolated from shunt lambs.
Western blot analysis shows that Akt1 activity is increased in Shunt PAECs as determined 

by increased total pS473 levels (A). This corresponds to increased eNOS phosphorylation 

at S1177 (B) and S617 (C). Representative images are shown for each Western blot, 

β-actin was used to normalize protein loading. The levels of eNOS localized to the 

mitochondria is increased in Shunt PAECs as determined by colocalization of eNOS and 

mitochondria comparing mean Pearson coefficients derived from fluorescence microscopy 

(D). Representative images are shown. NO levels are decreased in shunt PAECs by both 

DAF fluorescence intensity and bioavailable NOx in cell media (E, F) and NOS-derived 

superoxide from PAECs are enhanced (G). Values are mean ± SEM. N = 3 Control and N = 

3 Shunt PAEC. *P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test comparing shunt to control samples.
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Fig. 4. Simvastatin reduces mitochondrial eNOS levels and enhances coupling in pulmonary 
arterial endothelial cells isolated from shunt lambs.
Western blot analysis shows that simvastatin (5 μM treatment for 24 h) decreases Akt1 

activity in Shunt PAECs as determined by decreased pS473 levels (N = 3) (A). Simvastatin 

also decreases the levels of eNOS localized to the mitochondria as determined by 

colocalization of eNOS and mitochondria comparing mean Pearson coefficients derived 

from fluorescence microscopy (B) (N = 3). Simvastatin also increases NO levels in shunt 

PAECs by both DAF fluorescence intensity and bioavailable NOx in cell media (C, D) (N = 

6) and decreases NOS-derived superoxide levels from PAECs (E) (N = 6). Values are mean 

± SEM. *P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test comparing statin treated to vehicle treated samples.
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Fig. 5. Simvastatin decreases mitochondrial eNOS levels in shunt lambs.
Western blot analysis of peripheral lung tissue shows that Akt1 activity is decreased in 

simvastatin-compared to vehicle-treated Shunt lambs as determined by decreased pS473 

levels (A). Western blot analysis also shows that eNOS phosphorylation at S1177 (B) and 

S617 (C) as well as the levels of eNOS localized to the mitochondria is decreased in 

simvastatin-compared to vehicle-treated shunt lambs. Representative images are shown for 

each Western blot. β-actin (A–C) or VDAC (D) was used to normalize for protein loading. 

Duplicate blots were run or re-probed with eNOS or Akt1 to allow data to be presented 

as a ratio of phospho to total protein. N = 4 or the simvastatin-treated group. N = 4 for 

vehicle-treated group. Values are mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test comparing 

statin treated to vehicle treated samples.
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Fig. 6. Simvastatin increases the level of the endogenous Akt1 inhibitor, CTMP.
Western blot analysis shows that CTMP levels are decreased in Shunt PAECs compared 

to control PAECs (A). Simvastatin (5 μm) increases CTMP levels in both Control- (B) 

and shunt-PAECs (C) relative to their respective matched vehicle treated PAECs, and in 

peripheral lung tissue of statin compared to vehicle treated shunt lambs (D). Values are mean 

± SEM. *P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test comparing shunt to control samples (A) or statin 

treated to vehicle treated samples (B–D). N = 6 for simvastatin-treated PAEC. N = 6 for the 

simvastatin and vehicle-treated lambs.
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Fig. 7. CTMP over-expression decreases mitochondrial eNOS and restores NO signaling in 
pulmonary arterial endothelial cells isolated from shunt lambs.
PAECs were transduced with increasing multiplicity of infection (MOI) from 1 to 20 viral 

particles/cell exposure of an adenovirus expressing CTMP and Western blot analysis was 

used to determine the increase in CTMP protein levels (A). An MOI of 10 was then used to 

transduce shunt PAECs for 48 h. CTMP over-expression increases NO generation in shunt 

PAECs by both DAF fluorescence intensity and bioavailable NOx in cell media (B, C). The 

increase in NO generation correlates with a decrease in the levels of eNOS localized to the 

mitochondria as determined by colocalization of eNOS and mitochondria comparing mean 

Pearson coefficients derived from fluorescence microscopy (D) and reduced NOS-derived 

superoxide from PAECs (E). Values are mean ± SEM. N = 6 *P < 0.05 by two tailed t-test 

comparing AdCTMP to vehicle treated controls.
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Table 1
Baseline hemodynamic measurements of Shunt lambs.

Baseline hemodynamic measurements from vehicle compared to statin-treated shunt animals. HR = heart rate, 

mPAP = mean Pulmonary Arterial Pressure, mSAP = mean Systemic Arterial Pressure, Q LPA = flow in left 

pulmonary artery, RAP = right atrial pressure, LAP = left atrial pressure, iLPAVR = indexed (to body weight 

in kg) LPA vascular resistance, Qp:Qs = ratio of pulmonary to systemic blood flow. N = 6 statin treated shunt 

and N = 7 vehicle treated shunt animals. P-value by two tailed t-test for each parameter is also reported.

Parameter Vehicle-treated (N = 7) Statin-treated (N = 6) P value

HR (bpm) 139.0 ± 20.7 151.3 ± 31.7 .42

mPAP (mm Hg) 25.8 ± 6.7 28.6 ± 11.4 .60

Systolic SAP (mm Hg) 100.2 ± 13.6 121.3 ± 25.1 .08

Diastolic SAP (mm Hg) 26.4 ± 4.1 20.7 ± 7.7 .22

mSAP (mm Hg) 52.1 ± 4.7 60.0 ± 9.3 .07

Q LPA (ml/min/kg) 2.3 ± 0.4 2.22 ± 0.6 .77

RAP (mm Hg) 3.0 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 2.8 .51

LAP (mm Hg) 12.5 ± 6.1 9.9 ± 3.6 .38

iLPAVR (mm Hg *min/ml/kg) 68.8 ± 22.5 86.0 ± 30.2 .26

Qp:Qs 2.6 ± 1.3 2.9 ± 1.0 .65
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